
 

The Travel Collaborative 625 Mt. Auburn Street, Cambridge, MA 02138   

Benefits and Services for The Boston Consortium (TBC) Members 

1. Professional Experienced Team for Time Management and Expert Coordination 

Corporate travel often relies on a tightly bound schedule that delivers employees to various points of contact 
within a specific time frame. TTC’s Team is composed of travel professionals with 20+ years of industry 
experience.  Coordinating all the details that go into a trip is what they do best so they can offer valuable 
insider tips such as the best route from the airport to the business center, and convenient, affordable lodging. 
 

2. Travel Support / 24-hour Global Coverage 

Even the best planned trips don’t always go off without a hitch. Flights get cancelled, weather interferes, and 
things get lost or stolen. TTC provides round-the-clock support after-hours with ETS, Emergency Travel Service.  
In addition, we offer customer support throughout the trip, so that problems can be remedied, sometimes 
with only a simple text or phone call – avoid the lines at airline counters! 
 

3. Cost Effective Domestic & International Air and Hotel /Savings of Time & Money 

TTC Travel Consultants strategize best options rather than being order takers. TTC’s knowledge base includes 
Grant Travel, Fly America and Open Skies requirements.  TTC has relationships with travel partners all over the 
world, giving its clients the benefits of special attention.  TTC offers a Worldwide Hotel Program with up to 
30% savings off Best Available Rate; 70% of the hotels offer free Wi-Fi; 50% offer free breakfast. 
 

4. Group Travel / Inbound and Outbound 

TTC handles Group air movements—from Study Abroad Programs, Student Group Tours and Sports Team 
Travel to inbound Candidate Interviews, Advisory Boards and Alumni events. Due to close relationships with 
airline Group Desks, we can oftentimes eliminate deposit requirements and extend deadlines for groups.  
 

5. Custom Reporting and Travel Management Services  

We can provide you with the tools to better manage your company’s Travel Program. Monthly, quarterly and 
annual reports summarize your travel spend. These reports provide further insight into cost savings, the status 
of company airline reward programs, the tracking of unused tickets and more importantly your team’s specific 
travel patterns which are crucial to budgeting and forecasting.  
 

6. On-line Booking with Concur / Dedicated Service and Support Team 

Concur Travel gives your travelers a platform for self-booking that includes the air and hotel discounts 
provided in your proprietary contracts – a platform supported by experienced TTC agents who perform quality 
control and provide live assistance when needed. 

For more information, please contact Reilly Millett, Branch Director at 617.497.8160 


